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Another kind of life Anita Mwikali Hansen Hent PDF "Another Kind Of Life" describes the emotional truth
about my existence, and how I grew up in extreme poverty under the care of my grandmother, who had a
secret I was never aware of. Struggling through my life's hardest challenges without a father and an insane

mother, I finally managed to submerge from the deep waters of poverty to a different kind of life.

Just as I was getting comfortable with my life, the "secret" bomb exploded. I survived to tell the tale and even
though today I have another kind of life, the anguish still dwells beneath my skin, close to my bones.

Anita Mwikali Hansen was born in Kenya in 1969. After settling down in Denmark with her husband and her
five children she managed to publish her first biography "Another Kind Of Life".

 

"Another Kind Of Life" describes the emotional truth about my
existence, and how I grew up in extreme poverty under the care of
my grandmother, who had a secret I was never aware of. Struggling
through my life's hardest challenges without a father and an insane
mother, I finally managed to submerge from the deep waters of

poverty to a different kind of life.

Just as I was getting comfortable with my life, the "secret" bomb
exploded. I survived to tell the tale and even though today I have

another kind of life, the anguish still dwells beneath my skin, close to
my bones.

Anita Mwikali Hansen was born in Kenya in 1969. After settling
down in Denmark with her husband and her five children she
managed to publish her first biography "Another Kind Of Life".
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